Arjan Infrabuild & Marketing Pvt. Ltd.
Every person has ambition for a good & peaceful life. Every person have
desire to do some creative work & society will also watch about his and also
decide good & bad nature of a person.
Now question is arises about work, then you see around 80% of people do
hard work for name, fame and money & facilitate own family with maximum
benefits. Society also support that hard work is very necessary to move forward,
this is true, but – is only hard work is necessary to become a successful man? – No.
For that a right place is also required to judge about your hard work in right
direction. Now Arjan Infrabuild & Marketing Pvt. Ltd. offers scheme for right
judgment of your hard work, like:
The meaning of “ARJAN” is to “EARN” money. To prove this word company
launches different schemes for you to earn money by joining different schemes.
Under this scheme, one of good scheme is describe below:
Under this scheme, you can join our partnership by paying very nominal
charge of Rs. 1,099 (One Thousand and Ninety Nine Rupees Only) and also after
joining two people under you with paying the same charge as mentioned above you
can get lots of benefits from our side, and you always feel very proud to be a
member of Arjan Infrabuild & Marketing Pvt. Ltd.
After joining you get product of Rs. 750 immediately, whose market price
ranges between Rs. 900-1,000, you have three options & the product will reach
from courier within 7-10 days at your residence address. You have to pay the
courier charge to get the product, or you can take your selected product at your
nearest Arjan Shoppe after providing the receipt. Here no need to pay any extra
amount to get the selected product at the time of joining. The same process is
applicable on each joining. And now you move to the second level. In the same
fashion the two people who join under you if make joining of another two – two
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people then your level is automatically increased and you authorized to receive
product of higher amount automatically as per our company policy.
Now these days some people invest his money in wrong direction due to
absence of correct information like lottery or in share market etc. with lots of
uncertainty of returning of money. But my friends, we promise you, if you join us
we return your money in the form of different guaranteed benefits.
If your chain is running smoothly then you receive different products at
different level as per our chart description. This is only based on calculations
which are only depending on maximum number of joining. This is for your
information that this company is totally product based company & main aim of this
company is to reach up to maximum number of people and sell the good products
to the associated members. Friends the main capital of our company is “YOU”.
Friends, how your level is increased in the company is mentioned below:
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Now in the same fashion your level is automatically increased with
increasing of the chain. In case you feel that your chain may break in future, you
start make direct joining as much as possible, and company automatically adjust
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your link to another chain to achieve the top position (level 25) where you can get
Rs. 1,00,00,000.00
After joining of more than two Candidate Company provides you lots of
benefits like incentives, bonus, commission & gifts.
Different schemes running by the company: Apart from the above
mentioned scheme the company also running some other scheme with the joining
fees of Rs. 2,099, 5,099, 10,099, 15,099, 25,099. The process is same as mentioned
above & whose details are provided by the company in instruction book at the time
of joining.
Other benefits: Now you become an active member of ARJAN
NETWORK & ARJAN INFRABUILD provides you lots of offers for your career
growth, these are:
1. Identity Card: For member Identity card is very important which contain 10
digits code and company identify you with the help of this code number. You will
receive this identity card by courier at the given address in the membership form
within 7-10 working days after the date of joining the membership.
2. Use of Identity Card: Authorized member can use his Identity card at any
Arjan Infrabuild & Marketing Pvt. Ltd. Shoppe or any authorized agency during
purchasing of any products. You can get benefit from 2-35% from each item as
fixed by the company. This benefit is depending upon your level and product you
decide to purchase & your commission is added after the completion of the month.
Beside this you also benefited in several ways immediately.
Except the items available at Shoppe if you want to decide any item
(Example two wheeler, four wheeler agricultural equipments etc.) you can
purchase from our authorized agencies & Shoppe where you get benefit provided
by the company.
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3. Credit Cash Scheme: In this scheme when you become a chain partner of
company, the company evaluates your value on the basis of purchasing of different
items. This is in the form of Rupees, & you can avail the facility of this scheme
when you desired. You can take a loan up to your credit value without any interest.
But if you take loan of amount more than your credit value then company applies
nominal interest which much lower than any other bank.
With the help of this credit scheme company offers you for more than one
business along with your current running business. To avail this credit facility you
have to increase your level & business in company on regular basis.
4. Arjan Shoppe: This is a multi type shop where you will get all items in a single
shop. Here you can purchase different products on your Identity Card & avail
facility as per company rule & regulations.
The company open shops in different cities & if any chain partner showing
interest to open the shop the company also provide 30-50% rebate for the same.
5. Promotion:
Junior Sales Manager 5,000-10,000 (Incentive, T. A.,) per month
Senior Sales Manager 10,000-22,500 (Incentive, T. A.,) per month
Marketing Manager 25,000-35,000 (Incentive, T. A.,) per month
Branch Manager 35,000-50,000 (Incentive, T. A.,) per month
When you joined direct 25 chain partner than the company provide
you the level of “Junior Sales Manager” & if you joined direct 50 chain partner
than the company provide you the level of “Senior Sales Manager” by interview. If
you didn’t fulfill the qualification for interview or you are busy some were than
anybody can join us in place of you if that candidate fulfill the company terms &
conditions.
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6. Arjan City: Company planned Arjan City, Arjan Housing, and Arjan Multiplex
at different places, were Plots, Residential Houses, shops etc. are available by
booking with the help of chain partners.
7. Arjan Education: Company takes an appropriate action in the direction of
education sector by opening of schools at different places & also ties up with the
existing schools to promote education. Here company provides the chain partner’s
& employees relatives at very nominal cost.
8. Arjan Sahara: Company declares that any village or area having more than 50
chain partner’s, then company will provide full economic support to two poor
families, which is decided by the chain partner’s and verified by the company,
either in his/her marriage of girl, education of child or in medical facility.

